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SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The Marin County Deputy Zoning Administrator (County) approved a coastal development
permit (CDP) for a Caltrans storm damage repair project consisting of improvements and
rebuilding of an approximately 650-foot long stretch of State Highway 1, including construction
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of a 230-foot long retaining wall, installation of a metal beam guard rail and cable railing,
expansion of roadway width, and reduction in roadway curvature at Post Mile 10.95 in Stinson
Beach, Marin County. The Appellants contend that the County-approved project raises Local
Coastal Program (LCP) conformance issues related to visual impacts and habitat protection.
Specifically, the Appellants contend that the project is inconsistent with the Marin County LCP
Unit 1 policies regarding: (1) cumulative impacts to the rural scenic characteristics of the
existing roadway; (2) negative impacts to visual resources resulting from removal of vegetation
and installation of a soldier pile retaining wall visible from surrounding State Park lands; and (3)
potential adverse impacts from invasive species proliferation in the coastal zone resulting from
the disturbance and removal of soils.
Staff believes the County-approved project raises a substantial issue with respect to the visual
resources and habitat protection policies of the Marin County LCP. Staff recommends the
Commission find that the project, as approved by the County, raises a substantial issue with
regard to conformity with the County’s certified LCP, and take jurisdiction over the CDP
application.
Since concerns raised by the appeal applied not only to this project but also to other planned and
potential storm repair projects along Highway 1, Caltrans and Commission staff agreed that it
would be useful to address these concerns in a comprehensive manner prior to the processing of
this appeal, particularly in order to address potential cumulative impacts as required by Marin
County’s LCP. The Applicant has been working to finalize Caltrans District 4 design guidelines
for future repair projects along Highway 1 in Marin County with input from relevant
stakeholders to ensure that cumulative impacts to the visual and scenic characteristics of the
roadway will be minimized in the future. The Applicant worked collaboratively with the Coastal
Commission, State Parks, National Parks, Marin County and the Marin County Bike Coalition to
modify this project to achieve common goals including with respect to protecting the significant
public viewshed of the highway and the Marin County coastline. Based on various reviews of
project alternatives with Commission staff and other stakeholders, and in conjunction with this
work and feedback, Caltrans redesigned the storm damage repair project at Post Mile 10.95.
Therefore, Staff recommends that after conducting a de novo hearing review, the Commission
approve a CDP for the revised project. Staff recommends approval of the modified roadway
improvement project because it would provide slope stabilization, drainage control, and would
accommodate bicycle traffic along Highway 1. Further, the modified project would protect
visual resources and better maintain the rural scenic characteristics of the roadway by burying
the proposed retaining wall and vegetating the resulting slope with native species, removing the
proposed metal guard rail and cable railing from the project design, maintaining more of the
original road alignment and natural curvature, and vegetating, with native species, the additional
area of roadway adjacent to the shoulders.
Staff recommends special conditions 1, 2, and 3 to ensure habitat protection, visual screening,
and protection of public access, through implementation of a landscaping plan to revegetate the
retaining wall after it has been buried (as well as other impacted areas), a construction plan with
best management practices for water quality protection and maintenance of access along
Highway 1, and final site plans to ensure the project is constructed as redesigned. The proposed
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project as conditioned is consistent with the visual resources, transportation, public access, and
habitat protection policies of the Coastal Act and the County’s LCP. Staff recommends that the
Commission approve a conditioned CDP for the proposed project. The motion is found on page
6 below.
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I.

MOTION AND RESOLUTION

A. Substantial Issue Determination
Staff recommends that the Commission determine that a substantial issue exists with respect to
the grounds on which the appeal was filed. A finding of substantial issue would bring the CDP
application for the proposed project under the jurisdiction of the Commission for de novo
hearing and action. To implement this recommendation, staff recommends a NO vote on the
following motion. Failure of this motion, as is recommended by staff, will result in a de novo
hearing on the CDP application, and adoption of the following resolution and findings. Passage
of this motion, contrary to the staff recommendation, will result in a finding of No Substantial
Issue and the local action will become final and effective. The motion passes only by affirmative
vote of a majority of the Commissioners present.
Motion: I move that the Commission determine that Appeal Number A-2-MAR-11-025
raises no substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed
under Section 30603 of the Coastal Act, and I recommend a no vote.
Resolution to Find Substantial Issue: The Commission hereby finds that Appeal Number
A-2-MAR-11-025 presents a substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the
appeal has been filed under Section 30603 of the Coastal Act regarding consistency with
the certified Local Coastal Program and/or the public access and recreation policies of
the Coastal Act.
B. CDP Determination
Staff recommends that the Commission, after public hearing, approve a coastal development
permit for the proposed development. To implement this recommendation, staff recommends a
YES vote on the following motion. Passage of this motion will result in approval of the CDP as
conditioned and adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by
affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present.
Motion: I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit Number A-2MAR-11-025 pursuant to the staff recommendation, and I recommend a yes vote.
Resolution to Approve CDP: The Commission hereby approves Coastal Development
Permit Number A-2-MAR-11-025 and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that
the development as conditioned will be in conformity with Marin County Local Coastal
Program policies and Coastal Act access and recreation policies. Approval of the permit
complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible
mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen
any significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there are no
further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially lessen any
significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment.
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II.

STANDARD CONDITIONS

This permit is granted subject to the following standard conditions:
1.

Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development shall
not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the Permittee or authorized agent,
acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned
to the Commission office.

2.

Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the
date on which the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a
diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of
the permit must be made prior to the expiration date.

3.

Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be resolved
by the Executive Director or the Commission.

4.

Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files
with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit.

5.

Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be
perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the Permittee to bind all future
owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions.

III.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS

This permit is granted subject to the following special conditions:
1.

Revised Project Plans. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT
PERMIT, the Permittee shall submit two full size sets of Revised Project Plans to the
Executive Director for review and approval. The Revised Project Plans shall be
substantially in conformance with the revised project plans as shown in Exhibit 3. All
special conditions and all requirements of the approved Revised Project Plans shall be
enforceable components of this coastal development permit. The Permittee shall undertake
development in accordance with the approved Revised Project Plans and the following
required landscape and construction plans. Any substantial changes, such as addition of a
guardrail in the future, shall require an amendment to this permit.

2.

Landscape Plan. PRIOR TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION, the
Permittee shall submit two copies of a landscape plan to the Executive Director for review
and approval. The landscape plan shall: (1) identify all plant materials (size, species,
quantity, etc.), any irrigation systems, success criteria and all proposed maintenance
measures, including providing for replacement plants as necessary to achieve required
revegetation; (2) require the removal of all nonnative invasive vegetation such as pampas
grass, brooms, and thistles and planting only of native coastal scrub and shrub vegetation
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consistent with the vegetation currently at the project site and determined in consultation
with the Department of Parks and Recreation; (3) require all plantings be maintained in
good growing and coverage conditions, including replacement of plants as necessary, for a
minimum of five years and consistent with established success criteria for each significant
vegetation layer and any interagency agreement with State Parks; and (4) require submittal
of a monitoring report annually for five years after completion of construction to describe
the success of the plantings.
3.

Construction Plan. PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION the
Permittee shall submit two sets of a revised Construction Plan to the Executive Director for
review and approval. The Construction Plan, at a minimum, shall include the following:
A.

Construction Areas. All areas within which construction activities and staging
are to take place shall be minimized to the extent feasible in order to minimize
construction encroachment on and along Highway 1, and to protect public access
to Steep Ravine Campground and Mount Tamalpais State Park public trails,
surrounding vegetation, and public views from Highway 1 and surrounding public
trails.

B.

Construction Methods and Timing. All construction methods to be used,
including all methods to keep the construction areas separate from public
recreational use areas and to minimize public view impacts, shall be clearly
identified. Construction shall be limited in duration as much as is feasible to limit
overall construction impacts. The Plan shall ensure that all erosion control/water
quality best management practices to be implemented during construction and
their location are provided to the Executive Director prior to commencement of
construction.

C.

Construction Requirements. The Plan shall include the following construction
requirements specified via written notes on the Plan:
i)
Nighttime work and the use of lighting shall be minimized to the
maximum extent feasible;
ii) Equipment and materials shall be stored out of the ocean view as seen
from Highway 1 if feasible;
iii) Construction (including but not limited to construction activities, and
materials and/or equipment storage) is prohibited outside of the defined
construction, staging, and storage areas;
iv) No work shall occur during weekends;
v) Weekday construction shall allow for one-way traffic with proper traffic
safety measures as outlined in traffic handling construction plans;
vi) The construction site shall maintain good construction site housekeeping
controls and procedures (e.g., clean up all leaks, drips, and other spills
immediately; keep materials covered and out of the rain, including
covering exposed piles of soil and wastes; dispose of all wastes properly,
place trash receptacles on site for that purpose, and cover open trash
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receptacles during wet weather; remove all debris from the site upon the
completion of the project);
vii) All erosion and sediment controls shall be in place prior to the
commencement of construction as well as at the end of each work day
during construction;
viii) Where topsoil is removed by grading operations, it shall be stockpiled for
reuse and shall be protected from compaction and wind or erosion during
stockpiling;
ix) During all construction, copies of the signed coastal development permit
and the approved construction plan shall be maintained in a conspicuous
location at the construction job site at all times, and such copies shall be
available for public review on request. All persons involved with the
construction shall be briefed on the content and meaning of the coastal
development permit as conditionally approved and the construction plan
prior to commencement of construction;
x) A construction coordinator shall be made available by telephone 24 hours
a day during construction. A notice with the coordinator’s phone number,
address, and other contact information shall be posted on the site and ,
where feasible, the notice shall be viewable from public viewing areas.
The construction coordinator shall record the name, phone number, and
nature of all complaints received regarding the construction, and shall
investigate complaints and take remedial action, if necessary, within 24
hours of receipt of the complaint or inquiry.
D.

IV.

The Permittee shall notify planning staff of the Coastal Commission’s North
Central Coast District Office at least 3 working days in advance of
commencement of construction, and immediately upon completion of
construction. The Permittee shall report any proposed changes to the approved
Plan. Minor adjustments to the above construction requirements may be allowed
by the Executive Director in the approved Construction Plan if such adjustments:
(1) are deemed reasonable and necessary; and (2) do not adversely impact coastal
resources. No other changes to the approved plan shall occur without a
Commission amendment to the permit unless the Executive Director determines
no amendment is legally required.

FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS

A. PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
The proposed project is located along a 650-foot long stretch of State Highway 1 at Post Mile
(PM) 10.95 in Stinson Beach, Marin County (Exhibit 1). This highway segment currently has 10
to 11 foot wide lanes with no shoulders, and multiple reversing roadway curvatures. The project
site is bounded on both sides by Mount Tamalpais State Park. Habitats within the project area
consist of north coastal scrub dominated by coyote bush, toyon, and poison oak. Surrounding
uses within the State Park include pedestrian hiking trails to the east of the project site and Steep
Ravine Campground located west of the project site.
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Caltrans proposes to conduct repairs along this section of Highway 1 to repair existing roadway
damage due to soil movement underneath the roadway, and to prevent further sliding and future
roadway damage. The County-approved project would include construction of a 230-foot long
tie-back exposed soldier pile retaining wall varying from 0-17 feet in height, installation of a
360-foot long metal beam guard rail (MBGR) barrier and a 230-foot long maintenance cable
railing, expansion of roadway width (12 foot lanes, 4 foot shoulders, and an additional 4 feet of
paved surface adjacent to southbound lane) along a 650-foot long section of roadway,
construction of a 3-foot wide paved drainage ditch adjacent to the northbound lane, drainage
improvements, and a reduction in roadway curvatures to a curve radius of 530 feet. Less than
one acre (0.14 acres) of the project would be located within Mount Tamalpais State Park right of
way. See Exhibit 2 for the County approved project design.
As a result of coordinated discussions between the Applicant, Coastal Commission, State Parks,
National Parks, Marin County and the Marin County Bike Coalition, the project has been
redesigned by the Applicant with significant modifications. The redesigned project, including
construction activities and site disturbance, would be located entirely within the Caltrans rightof-way and not extend into State Parks properties. In the modified project, Caltrans proposes to
construct a 220-foot long cast in-place drilled hole (CIDH) buried soldier pile retaining wall with
a 2:1 vegetated slope, expand the roadway width (12 foot lanes, 4 foot shoulders, and an
additional 4 feet of vegetated surface adjacent to southbound lane), construct of a 3-foot wide
vegetated drainage ditch adjacent to the northbound lane, make drainage improvements, and
slightly reduce roadway curvature to a curve radius of 300 feet. The project alignment has been
modified to more closely follow the existing roadway alignment, keeping the proposed right
edge of pavement (from the perspective of traveling north on Highway 1) at the same location as
the existing edge of pavement to the maximum extent practical. See Exhibit 3 for the redesigned
project proposed for De Novo Review.

B. PROJECT BACKGROUND
After the County approval was appealed by the Commission, on May 26, 2011, Caltrans waived
time requirements to bring the item to a hearing. Since concerns raised by the appeal applied not
only to this project but also to other planned and potential storm repair projects along Highway
1, Caltrans and Commission staff agreed that it would be useful to address these concerns in a
comprehensive manner prior to the processing of this appeal, particularly in order to address
potential cumulative impacts as required by Marin County’s LCP. See Exhibit 4 for concerns
also brought up by State and National Parks at the time of the appeal.
To develop a more consistent internal Caltrans’ approach to storm repair projects along the 50
miles of Highway 1 in Marin County, Caltrans District 4 convened an interdisciplinary working
group to produce recommendations that would maintain the diverse values associated with the
Highway while protecting the safety of users. As a result of this process, Caltrans prepared
“State Route 1 Repair Guidelines in Marin County” (still in draft format as of April 2014). The
guidelines received extensive review by stakeholder groups including Commission staff, and
National and State Parks staff, and has since undergone substantial revisions. As stated in the
executive summary, the objective of the guidelines is to, “provide repair guidance that integrates
and balances community, aesthetic, historic, and environmental values with safety, mobility,
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maintenance, and performance goals. … This report stresses the importance of design flexibility
when necessary to avoid or minimize impacts to sensitive resources along Highway 1.” The
latest draft addresses lane width; shoulder width; parking, pull-outs and turn-outs; bridge barriers
and railings; slope stabilization; retaining walls; and drainage features.
In addition, to specifically address the potential individual and cumulative visual impacts that
may result from the proposed and future potential storm repair projects and inform the
guidelines, Caltrans prepared “Route 1 Marin County Cumulative Visual Impacts of Storm
Damage Repair Projects on the Coastal Bluff Segment,” January 17, 2012. This report focused
on several projects currently planned along the Muir to Stinson Beach Highway 1 corridor,
recommending avoidance, minimization and mitigation measures to reduce visual impacts
related to road repair project design criteria, grading/landform measures, revegetation,
construction impact measures, and light and glare measures including, but not limited to,
application of reduced shoulder widths, visually unobtrusive barriers and rails, use of retaining
walls and metal beam guard rail (MBGR) only where necessary, selection of color and texture
treatment of retaining walls to blend with the surrounding area, and native revegetation of
disturbed areas.
On August 13, 2013, the Commission’s Road’s Edge subcommittee also provided input into
aspects of these design guidelines and the concerns expressed then have been folded into
subsequent revisions of the guidelines.
One of the follow-up items from the Road’s Edge subcommittee meeting was to conduct a
targeted study of cycling needs and opportunities along this section of Highway 1, to help inform
decisions about future projects in certain topographic situations and to look for existing
opportunities to better provide for cyclists needs along the roadway. Subsequently, Caltrans has
proposed developing a Bicycle Improvement Plan for Highway 1 in Marin County (from PM 3.2,
near the intersection with Panoramic Highway, to PM 12.2 just south of Stinson Beach) to
identify valuable bike improvements that are both suitable for this coastal route and practical to
implement. The improvement plan is being developed in partnership with the California Coastal
Commission, Marin County, Marin County Bicycle Coalition, State Parks and the National Park
Service. Representatives from these entities reviewed a draft proposal and conducted a field visit
with Caltrans in March of 2014; final revisions are expected within the next two months. This
plan is to be used in conjunction with the design guidelines to help identify opportunities for high
priority, low impact bicycle-related improvements along the corridor. It can also be used in the
evaluation of shoulder width considerations in future proposed storm repair projects.
Based on various reviews of project alternatives with Commission staff and other stakeholders,
and in conjunction with all of this work and feedback, Caltrans redesigned the storm damage
repair project at PM 10.95, as described above.

C. MARIN COUNTY CDP APPROVAL
The Marin County Deputy Zoning Administrator approved a coastal development permit (CDP)
for the proposed project on April 28, 2011 subject to multiple conditions. Notice of the Deputy
Zoning Administrator’s action on the CDP was received in the Coastal Commission’s North
Central Coast District Office on May 6, 2011 (Exhibit 5). The Coastal Commission’s ten-
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working day appeal period for this action began on May 9, 2011 and concluded at 5pm on May
20, 2011. One valid appeal (Exhibit 6) was received during the appeal period.

D. APPEAL PROCEDURES
Coastal Act Section 30603 provides for the appeal to the Coastal Commission of certain CDP
decisions in jurisdictions with certified LCPs. The following categories of local CDP decisions
are appealable: (a) approval of CDPs for development that is located (1) between the sea and the
first public road paralleling the sea or within 300 feet of the inland extent of any beach or of the
mean high tide line of the sea where there is no beach, whichever is the greater distance, (2) on
tidelands, submerged lands, public trust lands, within 100 feet of any wetland, estuary, or stream,
or within 300 feet of the top of the seaward face of any coastal bluff, and (3) in a sensitive
coastal resource area; or (b) for counties, approval of CDPs for development that is not
designated as the principal permitted use under the LCP. In addition, any local action (approval
or denial) on a CDP for a major public works project (including a publicly financed recreational
facility and/or a special district development) or an energy facility is appealable to the
Commission. This project is appealable because it is partially located between the first public
road and the sea.
The Coastal Act presumes that an appeal raises a substantial issue of conformity of the approved
project with the certified LCP, unless the Commission decides to take public testimony and vote
on the question of substantial issue.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
THE COMMISSION WILL NOT TAKE PUBLIC TESTIMONY DURING THE
SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE PHASE OF THE APPEAL HEARING UNLESS
AT LEAST THREE (3) COMMISSIONERS REQUEST IT.

Section 30625(b) of the Coastal Act requires the Commission to hear an appeal unless the
Commission determines that the appeal raises no substantial issue of conformity of the approved
project with the certified LCP. Since the staff is recommending substantial issue, unless three
Commissioners object, it is presumed that the appeal raises a substantial issue and the
Commission may proceed to its de novo review at the same or subsequent meeting. The
Commission will not take public testimony during this phase of the appeal hearing unless three
Commissioners request it.
If the Commission decides to hear arguments and vote on the substantial issue question,
proponents and opponents will have three minutes per side to address whether the appeal raises a
substantial issue. The only persons qualified to testify before the Commission on the substantial
issue question are the applicants, appellants, and persons who made their views known to the
local government (or their representatives). Testimony from other persons regarding substantial
issue must be submitted in writing. It takes a majority of Commissioners present to find that no
substantial issue is raised.
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Unless it is determined that there is no substantial issue, the Commission will proceed to the de
novo portion of the appeal hearing and review the merits of the proposed project.
Under Section 30604(b), if the Commission conducts a de novo hearing and ultimately approves
a CDP for a project, the Commission must find that the proposed development is in conformity
with the certified LCP. If a CDP is approved for a project that is located between the nearest
public road and the sea or the shoreline of any body of water located within the coastal zone,
Section 30604(c) also requires an additional specific finding that the development is in
conformity with the public access and recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. This
project includes components that are located between the nearest public road and the sea (i.e. the
project components in the Highway 1 right-of-way), and thus this additional finding would need
to be made if the Commission were to approve the project following a de novo hearing. Any
person may testify during the de novo CDP determination stage of an appeal.

E. SUMMARY OF APPEAL CONTENTIONS
The Appellants contend that the proposed Caltrans project at PM 10.95 of State Route 1 in Marin
County is inconsistent with the Marin County Local Coastal Program (LCP) – Unit 1 polices
regarding: (1) cumulative impacts to the rural scenic characteristics of the present roadway; (2)
negative impacts to visual resources resulting from removal of vegetation and installation of a
soldier pile retaining wall visible to park users from Steep Ravine Campground (below project
site) and recreational trails (above the project site); and (3) potential for invasive species
proliferation in the coastal zone resulting from the disturbance and removal of soils to install the
soldier pile wall and subsequent revegetation effort of newly exposed soils below the soldier pile
wall.

F. SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE DETERMINATION
Substantial Issue Background
The term substantial issue is not defined in the Coastal Act. The Commission's regulations
simply indicate that the Commission will hear an appeal unless it “finds that the appeal raises
no significant question” (California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Section 13115(b)). In
previous decisions on appeals, the Commission has been guided by the following factors in
making such determinations: (1) the degree of factual and legal support for the local
government’s decision that the development is consistent or inconsistent with the certified LCP
and with the public access policies of the Coastal Act; (2) the extent and scope of the
development as approved or denied by the local government; (3) the significance of the
coastal resources affected by the decision; (4) the precedential value of the local government’s
decision for future interpretation of its LCP; and (5) whether the appeal raises only local
issues, or those of regional or statewide significance. Even where the Commission chooses
not to hear an appeal, Appellants nevertheless may obtain judicial review of the local
government's coastal permit decision by filing a petition for a writ of mandate pursuant to Code
of Civil Procedure, Section 1094.5.
In this case, for the reasons discussed further below, the Commission determines that the
County’s approval of the projects presents a substantial issue.
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Substantial Issue Analysis
Visual Resources and Transportation
The Appellants contend that the approved project would result in impacts to visual resources
including cumulative impacts to the rural, scenic characteristics of the present roadway and
individual, site-specific impacts resulting from removal of vegetation and installation of a soldier
pile retaining wall visible to park users from Steep Ravine Campground and recreational trails,
inconsistent with the Marin County Local Coastal Program (LCP) visual resource and
transportation policies. See Exhibits 6 for the full text of the Appellants’ contentions. For the
specific policy language referenced below, please see the “Visual Resources” Section in the De
Novo portion of the appeal staff report.
Marin County LCP Unit I discusses visual resources broadly and recognizes that visual resources
associated with natural features are vulnerable to degradation through the improper location,
blockage of coastal views, and alteration of natural land forms associated with new development.
In addition, the LCP recognizes that the protection of views to scenic resources from public
roads and trails is one of the primary purposes of the Coastal Act. LCP visual resource policy 21
requires that new development not impair or obstruct existing ocean views or views to national
or state parklands from Highway 1. Lastly, LCP transportation policy 13 requires that Highway 1
remain a scenic, two-lane roadway and that improvements to the roadway not individually or
cumulatively distract from the rural scenic characteristics of the roadway. This policy also allows
for minor roadway improvements including slope stabilization, drainage control, safety
improvements, shoulder expansion to accommodate bicycle and pedestrian traffic, creation of
turnouts, and minor improvements necessary to accommodate public transit.
The County-approved project would install a 0-17 foot high, 230-foot long retaining wall, a 360foot long metal beam guard rail (MBGR) barrier and a 230-foot long cable railing that would be
visible from Highway 1 and surrounding State Park lands. The project would also expand the
width of the paved roadway surface from 22 feet (10-11 foot lanes with no shoulders) to 39 feet
(12 foot lanes with 4 foot shoulders, an additional 4 feet of paved surface adjacent to the
southbound lane, and 3 feet of paved area adjacent to the northbound lane to accommodate
drainage). Lastly, the project would reduce the roadway curvature of the existing roadway from
multiple curves to only one less severe curve.
The project is located adjacent to State Park lands and is visible from Highway 1, the Steep
Ravine access road and campground to the west, and State Park trails to the east. The retaining
wall and guardrail would impact scenic resources available from public roads and trails and
impair views to the ocean and to State Park lands inconsistent with the visual resource policies of
the LCP. The visual impacts would be site specific as discussed above, as well as cumulative in
that they would contribute to overall changes to Highway 1 from past road repair projects in
combination with future road repairs if those projects employed similar design features. The
County’s approval did not consider the potential cumulative effects of the project, specifically in
relation to other pending projects on Highway 1 at PM 8.1, 7.7, and 6.6. LCP transportation
policy 16 refers to Highway 1 as a “narrow, twisting, two lane roadway” which complements the
rugged nature of the area. Significant alterations to roadway geometry and curvatures, in addition
to large retaining walls, may over time cumulatively adversely impact the rural scenic
characteristics of the roadway, turning it into a more conventional road, inconsistent with this
13
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policy. If not carefully designed the introduction of large or numerous manmade structures also
changes the historic character of the highway and can impact scenic views from Highway 1 itself
as well as from adjacent public viewing areas. In addition, at the time of approval, the Applicant
did not indicate or substantiate the need for increased lane and shoulder width at PM 10.95 in
order to accommodate bicyclists. Therefore, the appeal of the County’s approval raises a
substantial LCP conformance issue with respect to visual resources and transportation.
Habitat Protection
The Appellants contend that the approved project has the potential for invasive species
proliferation in the coastal zone resulting from the disturbance and removal of soils to install the
soldier pile wall and subsequent revegetation effort of newly exposed soils below the soldier pile
wall, inconsistent with the LCP habitat protection policies. See Exhibit 6 for the full text of the
Appellants’ contentions. For the specific policy language referenced below, please see the
“Habitat Protection” Section in the De Novo portion of the appeal staff report.
LCP policy 28 on habitat protection recognizes the issue of proliferation of invasive exotic plants
in the coastal zone and requires that new development be conditioned to require removal of
invasive, non-indigenous plant species where applicable. The County-approved project did not
include any conditions requiring invasive species removal, management or control measures.
While Caltrans proposed at the time of the permit hearing to address noxious weeds in
accordance with Caltrans Highway Design Manual, California State Parks and the National Park
Service have expressed concern that roadway improvement projects without long-term weed
abatement strategies could result in the establishment and proliferation of invasive species. This
has already been documented as occurring in the past at the Highway 1 PM 10.5 tie-back
retaining wall project constructed by Caltrans in 2007. The current project under appeal is one of
many roadway improvement projects proposed along this segment of Highway 1 with the
potential to result in the proliferation of invasive exotics in State Park and National Park Service
lands. Therefore, the appeal of the County’s approval raises a substantial LCP conformance issue
with respect to habitat protection.
Substantial Issue Conclusion
The appeal of the County-approved project raises substantial LCP conformance issues with
respect to visual resources, transportation, and habitat protection. Therefore, the Commission
finds that a substantial issue exists with respect to the County-approved project’s conformance
with the certified Marin County LCP, and takes jurisdiction over the CDP application for the
project.

G. COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT DETERMINATION
The standard of review for this CDP determination is the Marin County certified LCP and,
because it is located between the first public road and the sea, the access and recreation policies
of the Coastal Act. All Substantial Issue Determination findings above are incorporated herein by
reference. As described under Section A. Project Location and Description above, the Applicant
has modified the proposed project to bury the retaining wall, reduce the paved roadway area,
eliminate the guard rail and cable railing, and retain more of the existing road curvature. Thus,
the project evaluated from here on is the project as so revised.
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Visual Resources
Applicable Policies
The Marin County Local Coastal Program (LCP) Unit I discusses visual resources broadly for
new development and states:
Coastal Act policies on visual quality, found in Section 30251, require the protection of
scenic and visual resources of coastal areas. Visual resources, including beaches,
wetlands, and other natural as well as manmade features, are vulnerable to degradation
through improper location of development, blockage of coastal views, alteration of
natural land forms by poor cutting, grading, and filling practices, and by poor design or
placement of roadside signs and utility lines. The primary concern of the Coastal Act is to
protect views to scenic resources from public roads, beaches, trails, and vista points.
LCP visual resource policy 21 requires that new development not impair or obstruct views of the
ocean or national or state parklands from Highway 1 and states:
Existing development standards and the design review ordinance (Chapter 22.52) shall
continue to be enforced. The following explicit standards shall apply to selected areas
and projects:
• All new construction in Bolinas, Stinson Beach and Muir Beach shall be limited to
a maximum height of twenty-five (25) feet; except that in the Highlands
neighborhood of Stinson Beach, the maximum height shall be seventeen (17) feet,
and in the Seadrift section of Stinson Beach, the maximum height shall not exceed
fifteen (15) feet.
• To the maximum extent feasible, new development shall not impair or obstruct an
existing view of the ocean, Bolinas Lagoon, or the national or State parklands from
Highway 1 or Panoramic Highway.
LCP transportation policy 13 allows for minor roadway improvements consistent with the
character of Highway 1 as follows:
Highway 1 provides an important and limited access route to the coastal zone. The
narrow, twisting two-lane roadway successfully complements the rugged, open character
of this coastal area. Highway 1 shall remain a scenic, two-lane roadway. Roadway
improvement projects shall not, either individually or cumulatively distract from the rural
scenic characteristics of the present roadway. Improvements (beyond repair and
maintenance) shall be limited to minor roadway improvements as identified below:
• Slope stabilization, drainage control and minor safety improvements such as
guardrail placement, signing, etc.
• Expansion of roadway shoulder paving to accommodate bicycle/ pedestrian traffic
along the highway shoulder.
• Creation of slow traffic and vista turnouts, as a safety and convenience
improvement.
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• Other minor selected roadway improvements necessary to adequately accommodate
public transit consistent with the goals of the following policy: no filling of streams or
wetlands shall be permitted.
Analysis
LCP visual resource policy 21 requires that new development not impair or obstruct existing
ocean views or views to National or State parklands available from Highway 1. The proposed
project as modified by the Applicant would bury the 0-17 foot high retaining wall with a
vegetated slope and would not require a guard rail or cable railing. Therefore, there are no
proposed above ground features that would impair or obstruct views of the ocean and adjacent
State park lands as seen from the perspective of individuals traveling on this segment of
Highway 1. In addition, as seen from surrounding Mount Tamalpias State Park lands, including
Steep Ravine Campground to the west, the slope covering the buried retaining wall would be
vegetated with native vegetation to blend with the surrounding landscape and would not obstruct
views to or from State Park lands. All disturbed areas on the upper slope adjacent to the
northbound lane would also be revegetated with native plant species. However, if the Applicant’s
plan to revegetate the buried wall and disturbed areas is unsuccessful, the project would result in
a large scarp on the landscape which would be seen by the public from the surrounding park
lands and roadway, impacting visual resources. To ensure that any disturbed areas are
successfully revegetated to maintain natural views, Special Condition 2 requires a landscape
plan be prepared that requires installation, maintenance, and monitoring of the site annually for 5
years to ensure successful revegetation of the area with native plant species and removal of
exotic, non-native species. Special Condition 2 requires the Applicant to identify all plant
materials, irrigation systems, success criteria, and all proposed maintenance measures; remove
all nonnative invasive vegetation; maintain plants in good growing and coverage conditions,
including replacement of plants as necessary, for a minimum of five years and consistent with
established success criteria for each significant vegetation layer; and submit an annual
monitoring report for five years after completion of construction to describe the success of the
plantings and any remedial needs to revegetate due to failed success criteria. Thus, as
conditioned, the proposed project would not impair or obstruct views to the ocean or state lands
consistent with the visual resources policy 21 of the LCP. See Exhibit 3 for the modified project
design.
LCP transportation policy 13 requires that Highway 1 remain a scenic, two-lane roadway and
that improvements to the roadway not individually or cumulatively distract from the rural scenic
characteristics of the roadway. This policy also allows for minor roadway improvements
including slope stabilization, drainage control, safety improvements, and shoulder expansion to
accommodate bicycle and pedestrian traffic, creation of turnouts, and minor improvements
necessary to accommodate public transit.
The proposed project as modified by the Applicant would expand the existing roadway width
from 20 feet to 36 feet (12 foot lanes, 4 foot shoulders, and an additional 4 feet of vegetated
surface adjacent to southbound lane), construct a 3-foot wide vegetated drainage ditch adjacent
to the northbound lane, install drainage improvements, and result in a slight reduction in roadway
curvature. As discussed above, the visual impacts of the project would be greatly reduced
through the use of the buried retaining wall design and removal of the guard rail and cable railing
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features. The project alignment has also been modified to more closely follow the existing
roadway alignment so that the natural curvature of the road is only reduced slightly. Lastly, the
4-foot area adjacent to the southbound shoulder would be gravel and the 3 foot drainage ditch
adjacent to the northbound shoulder would be vegetated, which would reduce the overall paved
area and visual impacts associated with the roadway expansion proposed in the original design.
Thus, the modified project reduces site-specific visual impacts to surrounding areas by burying
the retaining wall and vegetating it with native species to camouflage the roadway work,
removing the metal guard rail and cable railing, vegetating the additional area of roadway
adjacent to the shoulders, and not paving the drainage areas consistent with LCP policy 13. As
discussed above, Special Condition 2 will ensure that the revegetation of the slope in front of
the retaining wall and in the disturbed areas is successful and will mitigate visual impacts.
The purpose of the proposed project is consistent with the roadway improvement projects
allowed in LCP policy 13, as it is a repair project that includes slope stabilization and drainage
control. In this instance, the project also can allow for expansion of roadway shoulder paving to
accommodate bicycle traffic without creating substantial adverse impacts to sensitive species,
landforms, or scenic resources. The project site is in need of repair due to a landslide caused by
storm water flow that resulted in slipping of the downhill side of the southbound lane. As a
result, the roadway needs to be removed and replaced to avoid failure, as it is currently cracking,
and the seaward slope needs to be stabilized. To ensure that future runoff does not undermine
stability, the project also includes drainage control components (vegetated drainage ditch, five
new drainage inlets, and a new culvert crossing under the roadway). Therefore, the project would
provide slope stabilization and drainage control consistent with LCP policy 13.
While the roadway width would be expanded in the modified project affecting the “narrow,
twisting” character of the existing roadway, the Applicant has justified the need for the
expansion to include 12 foot lanes and 4 foot shoulders at this project site in order to
accommodate bicycles outside of the main travel lane, particularly given the elevation climb that
cyclists experience in reaching this area in both the north- and south-bound directions. The 12
foot main travel lanes would also provide more space for trucks to track as they turn without
extending into the incoming traffic lane and the adjacent bicyclist lane (see depiction of this in
Exhibit 7). There would be seamless transitions to the existing alignment at both project ends to
maintain the experience of the vehicles and bicyclists travelling along this section of Highway 1.
The Applicant conducted outreach to bicycle user groups, including the Marin County Bicycle
Coalition, who agree that these shoulder widths are appropriate for this section of roadway due to
the profile and curvature of the roadway and the limited shoulders available for cyclists to rest in
this area. As described in project information provided by the Applicant:
In the northbound direction the roadway profile is fairly flat, and there is no opportunity
for a cyclist to ride or rest on the shoulder because there are no shoulders for an
extended length. Providing a 4' shoulder at this location will allow cyclists to be legally
passed, and allow them to rest before they enter the grade down to Stinson Beach.
Without a shoulder, motor vehicles wanting to pass a cyclist in their lane would need to
cross over the centerline to do so. The crest vertical curve at the north end of the project
limits sight distance, preventing motorists from passing safely. Approaching from
southbound direction, there is a sustained uphill grade and cyclists reaching the crest
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will need a break from this climb. Additionally, the crest vertical curve would hide a
cyclist in the lane.
In addition, shoulder widening at this section of Highway 1 is identified as a priority bike
improvement in the Marin Unincorporated Area Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan. Therefore,
the roadway expansion would accommodate bicycle traffic consistent with LCP policy 13.
In order to address cumulative visual impacts that may result from existing, proposed and
potential future roadway improvement projects along Highway 1 in Marin County, the Applicant
prepared a cumulative visual impact assessment and design repair guidelines as described in
Section B above. Although revisions to the guidelines are still underway, these guidelines
address procedural and design considerations including consultation with relevant agencies so
concerns can be incorporated into project design. The Applicant has worked collaboratively with
the Coastal Commission, State Parks, National Parks, Marin County and the Marin County Bike
Coalition to modify this project to achieve common goals including with respect to protecting the
significant public viewshed of the highway and the Marin County coastline. The modified
project is also consistent with various design elements recommended in the draft guidelines
including maintaining the general horizontal roadway alignment, keeping road lane width to 11 12 feet, burying retaining walls where possible, limiting shoulders to no more than four feet
where appropriate and making drainage features look as natural and unobtrusive as possible.
Therefore, the project will not cumulatively distract from the rural scenic characteristics of the
present roadway consistent with LCP policy 13.
The expected continued application of these guidelines to future projects ensure that over time,
as additional repairs are made, the scenic character of the highway will be maintained. The
guidelines also aim to ensure that although some repair projects may result in wider roadway
pavement for a short distance, the entire corridor will not be transformed into a continuous and
standard 40-foot wide roadway that would destroy the scenic rural character of Marin’s Highway
1. Once final agreement is reached on these guidelines, expected by summer 2014, Commission
staff will continue discussion with Marin County and Caltrans staff to develop complementary
policies for amendment into the Marin County LCP to more clearly guide context-sensitive
Highway 1 road repairs into the future.
To ensure that the project is constructed as modified, Special Condition 1 requires submittal of
Final Plans. In conclusion, as so conditioned, the proposed project complies with the relevant
visual resource protection and transportation policies of the Marin County LCP.
Habitat Protection and Water Quality
Applicable Policies
LCP policy 28 on habitat protection requires projects to be conditioned to remove invasive
species where applicable and states:
Invasive exotic plant species are proliferating in the Coastal Zone at the expense of
native plants. In order to preserve indigenous native plant species within the Coastal
Zone, development permits shall be conditioned, where applicable, to require the
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removal of any invasive, non-indigenous plant species such as Pampas Grass, Brooms,
and Thistles.
LCP policies 25 and 26 on grading require water quality protection measures as follows:
25. For necessary grading operations, the smallest practicable area of land shall be
exposed at any one time during development and the length of exposure shall be kept to
the shortest practicable time. The clearing of land shall be discouraged during the winter
rainy season and stabilizing-slopes-shall be in place before the beginning of the rainy
season.
26. Development plans shall include sediment, erosion, runoff controls, and revegetation
measures…
Analysis
The project site does not contain a significant number or type of nonindigenous, invasive plant
species which would threaten the preservation or reestablishment of native plant species, either
on- or off-site. Nevertheless, the issue of introduction or proliferation of invasives in conjunction
with repair projects has been a concern raised by the Coastal Commission’s Roads Edge
Subcommittee and discussed among the various interested agencies. The latest draft of the repair
guidelines addresses both preventing the establishment of invasive species and controlling any
outbreaks that may occur during post-project revegetation. Correspondingly, the Applicant has
been in discussions with National Park Service and State Parks to develop an interagency
agreement that would outline standards to avoid weed introduction and to perform long-range
weed abatement efforts. Since State Parks manages much of the land adjacent to the Caltrans
right of way and since invasive species do not recognize property boundaries, it may be most
efficient to have one agency perform all the control work. The Applicant and State Parks are
developing a draft agreement to this effect for the subject project area. However, no formal
agreement has yet been reached. Therefore, pursuant to this approval, Caltrans as the Permittee
will be responsible for compliance with LCP policy 28. In order to ensure native plants are used
in the project area and that invasive species do not get established, Special Condition 2 requires
a landscape plan that includes installation, five years of monitoring, and maintenance of the
project area for five years. This condition would not preclude Caltrans from contracting with
State Parks or another agency to actually perform the work.
Since the proposed project would involve substantial excavation on a slope above the Pacific
Ocean, construction could pose water quality risks to coastal waters. In order to protect water
quality Special Condition 3 mandates best management practices for such construction projects
consistent with the LCP water quality policies.
As so conditioned, the proposed project complies with the relevant habitat protection and water
quality policies of the Marin County LCP.
Public Access and Recreation
Applicable Policies
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Section 30210 of the Coastal Act states:
In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California Constitution,
maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and recreational opportunities
shall be provided for all the people consistent with public safety needs and the need to
protect public rights, rights of private property owners, and natural resource areas from
overuse.
Section 30213 of the Coastal Act states:
Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and, where
feasible, provided. Developments providing public recreational opportunities are
preferred. …
Section 30252 of the Coastal Act states:
Maintenance and enhancement of public access: The location and amount of new
development should maintain and enhance public access to the coast by (1) facilitating
the provision or extension of transit service, (2) providing commercial facilities within or
adjoining residential development or in other areas that will minimize the use of coastal
access roads, (3) providing nonautomobile circulation within the development, (4)
providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute means of serving the
development with public transportation, (5) assuring the potential for public transit for
high intensity uses such as high-rise office buildings, and by (6) assuring that the
recreational needs of new residents will not overload nearby coastal recreation areas by
correlating the amount of development with local park acquisition and development
plans with the provision of onsite recreational facilities to serve the new development.
In addition to LCP policy 13 on transportation cited above, LCP policy 1 on public access
requires provision of public access in certain projects:
The County's policy is to require provisions for coastal access in all development
proposals located between the sea and the first public road. This policy recognizes,
however, that in certain locations public access may not be appropriate. Upon specific
findings, that public access would be inconsistent with the protection of 1) public safety,
2) fragile coastal resources or 3) agricultural production or, upon specific findings that
public use of an accessway would seriously interfere with the privacy of existing homes,
provision for coastal access need not be required. …
Analysis
The project location bisects Mount Tamalpais State Park. The completed project would not
interfere with recreational use of the park, nor interfere with public access to and along the
shoreline. Project work would create a temporary disruption for passing traffic through the area.
Thus, Special Condition 3 requires a construction plan that provides for through traffic during
the period of work.
In terms of providing public access, the proposed revised project would enhance bicycle access
and recreational opportunity without creating substantial adverse impacts to sensitive species,
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landforms or scenic resources. As noted in the Visual Resources finding above, cyclists can take
advantage of the proposed shoulder area if they wish to allow motor vehicles to pass them or to
rest from having just climbed up a hill. The proposed project does not contain any pedestrian
facilities. Notably, an established trail (Steep Ravine Trail) is located just inland of the project
site on Mount Tamalpais State Park. In addition, a level 4 foot wide vegetated strip adjacent to
the roadway on the southbound side could be used by pedestrians. As so conditioned, the
proposed project complies with the relevant public access and recreation policies of the Coastal
Act and the Marin County LCP.
CDP Determination Conclusion
The proposed project is an allowable roadway improvement project for Highway 1 under the
LCP as it would provide slope stabilization, drainage control, and would enhance existing
opportunities for accommodating bicycle traffic along Highway 1. The proposed project has
been modified from its original version to protect visual resources by burying the retaining wall
and revegetating it with native species, removing the metal guard rail and cable railing,
maintaining more of the original alignment and natural curve, vegetating the additional area of
roadway adjacent to the shoulders and not paving the drainage areas. The Applicant’s efforts to
develop consistent guidelines to apply to roadway repair projects in the long term are also
expected to further ensure that cumulative visual impacts are minimized in the future. Special
Conditions 1, 2, and 3 will ensure habitat and water quality are protected and that there will be
minimal impacts to public access in this area during construction. Thus, the proposed project as
conditioned is consistent with the visual resources, transportation, public access, and habitat
protection policies of the Coastal Act and LCP and should be approved.

H. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA)
Section 13096 of the California Code of Regulations requires that a specific finding be made in
conjunction with coastal development permit applications showing the application to be
consistent with any applicable requirements of CEQA. Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA
prohibits a proposed development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives or
feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse
effect which the activity may have on the environment.
Caltrans, acting as lead agency, determined that the proposed project is categorically exempt
from the requirements of CEQA, per Section 15301, Class 1 as the project entails repair and
maintenance of an existing major highway that provides access to residents and visitors and
would not result in potentially significant impacts to the environment.
The Coastal Commission’s review and analysis of land use proposals through the coastal
development permit process have been certified by the Secretary of Resources as being the
functional equivalent of environmental review under CEQA. The Commission has reviewed the
relevant coastal resource issues associated with the proposed repair and maintenance highway
project, and has identified appropriate and necessary modifications to address adverse impacts to
such coastal resources. All above findings are incorporated herein in their entirety by reference.
The Commission finds that only as modified and conditioned by this permit will the proposed
project avoid significant adverse effects on the environment within the meaning of CEQA. As
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such, there are no additional feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which
would substantially lessen any significant adverse environmental effects that approval of the
proposed project, as modified, would have on the environment within the meaning of CEQA. If
so modified, the proposed project will not result in any significant environmental effects for
which feasible mitigation measures have not been employed, and is consistent with CEQA
Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A).
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APPENDIX A: SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS
Caltrans, Final DRAFT State Route 1 Repair Guidelines in Marin County, April 2014.
Caltrans, Visual Impact Assessment: Route 1 Marin County Cumulative Visual Impacts of Storm
Damage Repair Projects on the Coastal Bluff Segment, January 17, 2012.
Fehr & Peers, Memorandum: Marin Highway 1 Cross Section Review, August 14, 2012.
Marin County Community Development Agency, Staff Report to the Marin County Deputy
Zoning Administrator Caltrans Coastal Permit 2011-0116, April 28, 2011.
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